In 2008 Water Structures LLC introduced its new line of mid size programmable laminar Jumping Jets. The new jumping jets system features a much simplified programmable controller capable of creating split second color and flow changes in the laminar water jets. With basic training a customer can now create customized water and light shows using this new user friendly Windows-based program. Patterns can easily be sequenced to make a dramatic water show.

The new Water Structures’ jumping jet system is much less costly than similar systems seen at many high profile venues throughout the world. Conventional fountain jets (also available at Water Structures) are less expensive, but for many clients, the excitement of having their own interactive laminar jumping jet show is well worth the added cost.
The Water Structures Difference
Leak-proof shell construction. Factory built and tested.

Water Structures is focused on building the highest quality and longest lasting water features for our clients. At Water Structures, because we build our water features in our own factory, we are able to pre-manufacture a waterproof fiberglass shell system for each of our custom projects while our competition builds water features on-site using historically unreliable methods and materials like liquid membranes, adhesives, and welded metal pans. With the Water Structures waterproof shell system, clients are guaranteed the longest lasting waterproof protection in the industry.

A partnership between design and construction.

CLIENT CONSULTATION
Water Structures works with clients to understand their needs and objectives. We have experience working with clients across time zones and industries.

PRODUCT DESIGN PROCESS
Experienced Water Structures staff provides CAD drawings and specifications for the client. If needed, full-scale models can be built and run in the Water Structures facility.

PRODUCT BUILD-OUT AND DIAGNOSTIC
Precision and quality are maintained to the highest level in the industry at the new Water Structures facility. Diagnostic tests are performed at each stage of the build out. Water Structures ‘Jumping Jets & Interactive Water Features’ are pre-built and tested before leaving the factory.

FACTORY INSTALLATION AND START UP
Water Structures’ experienced installation crew can install, test and provide maintenance training on site. In both situations the client receives a vastly superior product that is tested and guaranteed.

ONGOING MONITORING AND MAINTENANCE
For the last 20 years Water Structures’ service department has helped our customers maintain their water features. Project information including as built drawings, video-taped maintenance training and equipment documentation are provided to the customer by the Water Structures service department.

Water Structures, LLC
Phone: 1.800.747.0168
E-mail: knoble@waterstructuresco.com
www.waterstructuresco.com

Hackensack University Medical Center
Joseph M. Sanzari Children’s Hospital
Design by Suzen L. Heeley
This children’s hospital lobby features a large interactive LED monitor centered in a dramatic white Corian water wall. As children enter the hospital they can see their movements reflected through descending water in bright LED colors.